Abstract. Image enhancement technology is targeted to highlight the overall and local useful information characteristics of the images, expand the differences between different feature points in the image, rich image information to meet the application needs of different environments. The current image enhancement algorithm uses corner point extraction and feature matching technology, information loss and distortion can occur during SIFT feature point matching, the performance is not good. An image enhancement algorithm based on adaptive projection matching and pyramid decomposition is proposed, feature extraction and multi-layer purification of blurred images are performed on the scale translational plane, the discrete dopplerlet transform is used to reconstruct the image, the high frequency image is denoised by adaptive matching projection filtering, and the grey pixel value of image was enhanced by adaptive pyramidal matching projection decomposition. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is effective to remove or reduce the noise, and the image enhancement effect is good, and the peak signal-to-noise ratio is improved.
Introduction
With the vigorously popularizing of the sensor technology and computer science technology, computer graphics and image processing technology as a kind of advanced data information transmission and processing technology is developed in recent years. Through the computer digital image processing, useful features in the image can be effectively discovered, and the edge of the image target and detail characteristics can be accurately extracted, as a result, the image recognition ability is improved. Modern multimedia digital image communication and signal processing cannot leave without the image processing and the related algorithm design, through image compression, coding, enhancement and smoothing, the detailed analysis and recognition ability of the image are improved, to achieve image optimal transmission and storage, etc. Image enhancement technology is an important branch of image processing. Problems such as underexposed and overexposed are usually emerged in the blurred image acquisition, which lead to useful information loss or distortion, through image enhancement, it can improve the imaging visual effect, purposefully stresses global or local characteristics of image, improves image quality, and enriches information, therefore, image enhancement is of great significance in areas such as image recognition and image detail feature extraction [1] [2] [3] . Through the image enhancement algorithm design, targeted to highlight the overall and local useful information feature of the image, expand the differences between different feature points in the image, and enrich image information, these will make the image texture structure and the detailed characteristics strengthened, so as to strengthen the image interpretation and recognition effect, and meet the application requirements of different environments.
Image enhancement can be divided into two categories: frequency domain method and spatial domain method. Frequency domain method models the image as a two-dimensional signal, uses the time-frequency characteristic analysis and fourier transform method to realize a image low pass filter. Filter out high dimensional vector characteristics of image, achieve image enhancement. Spatial domain method directly do operation on the image grayscale, it is an indirect enhancement algorithm.
Space domain algorithm was divided into the point-operation algorithm and neighborhood de-noising algorithm [4] [5] [6] . In traditional methods, the study of image enhancement algorithm has obtained certain achievements. Literature [7] puts forward an image enhancement technology based on twodimensional fourier transform, and time frequency analysis based on two-dimensional fourier transform is taken to make the original blurred image to be clear, highlights the characteristics of the image differences, however, the algorithm cannot effectively enhance image texture details. Literature [8] presents an image enhancement algorithm based on third order PDE subspace noise reduction, the original image is first processed with the gaussian filter through certain means, image enhancement is realized by using piecewise linear regression fitting method, improves the display ability of the image details, but in the high-dimensional space the algorithm needs large amount of calculation and has bad real-time performance. In addition, literature [9] uses an image enhancement technology based on angular point extracting and feature matching method, while the information loss and distortion can occur during SIFT feature point matching, and the performance is bad [10] [11] [12] [13] . Aiming at above problems, this paper uses the nonlinear time-varying characteristics of the discrete Dopplerlet transform, proposes an image enhancement algorithm based on adaptive matching projection and pyramid decomposition. In this paper, the feature extraction and multi-layer purification treatment is made for fuzzy image in the scale translations plane, and the discrete Dopplerlet transform is adopted to reconstruct the time-frequency image, through the adaptive matching projection filtering to denoise high frequency image, and then, using adaptive matching projection pyramid decomposition to enhance the gray pixel values of the image. Performance have been verified by carrying out simulation experiments, the results show the superior performance of the proposed adaptive image enhancement algorithm, and reaches effective conclusions.
Image Feature Extraction and Multilayer Evolution Process

Feature Information Model Building and Information Extraction of Blurred Image.
Image enhancement is to make original blurred image become clear or emphasize useful features. Based on the signal processing algorithm, the article models the image as a two-dimensional signal, and enhance the signal based on two-dimensional fourier transform. Where, H for the Hilbert space, define
, is random distribution space for the image in the two-dimensional plane, if
y denotes the image grey value at ( , ) xy, the two-dimensional signal model of images based on time-frequency analysis method is as follow: 
To determine whether the image pixel is the angular point, the scale extremum value of two dimensional pixel image is used to detect the nonlinearity, its matrix form is as follow: 
Assuming that  denotes a horizontal displacement of the target image,  denotes the zoom factor, the ratio between  and  is  , mean =    , the functional relationship is as follow:
Calculating the peak crest trajectory of frequency domain image signal, it can prove that, for the scale  which is very close to 1, wavelet peak crest trajectory of image frequency domain signal is as follow:
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After angular point wavelet ridges of continuous image pixels are extracted, for frequency domain signal, their wavelet ridges have straight trajectory characteristics similar to the image frequency domain characteristics when their scales near to 1, using the characteristic value as the weighted principal component to realize image recognition, the characteristic information measure space parametric equation of the blurred image is:
where, x  and y  represent horizontal displacement and vertical displacement of image angle feature, k represents the image convolution factor, and  represents gaussian difference displacement. Through software programming, to realize the output of the image motion parameters x  , y  , k and  . According to the above processing, the two-dimensional signal model of image is built, in the gray histogram of the image, gray sliders with three angles traverse the circular area, image stratified [14] [15] [16] [17] , to layered purify and enhance the image, the process description of feature key points expression in the image histogram is shown in figure 1.
Image histogram
Key points expression In the process of image enhancement, the high frequency parts of blurred images need to be filtered and smoothed, to realize the image of multipath purification, and to improve image visual effect. In this paper, image purification processing is performed by using time-frequency analysis method based on wavelet decomposition, the wavelet function is: 
Frequency modulation rule of blurred image data signal is hyperbolic frequency modulation, namely:
After translation process in time domain, choose the time window width, and get the image data signal amplitude information, namely:
In the wavelet frequency domain, it is easy to cause the edge blurred, by scale translation changes, the image characteristic data mining results at the point ( , ) m ab in the scale translation plane can be got:
Thinking the detailed features () ft of the original image as the mother wavelet function () t  , and using the wavelet packet method to calculate time scale factor of mother wavelet function, then get: 
Through the grayscale correction in the histogram, and expand the dynamic range images, all these provide a clean image pixels feature for the purpose of image enhancement.
Image Adaptive Matching Projection Pyramid Decomposition and Enhancement
Algorithm Implementation
Image Time-frequency Reconstruction and Adaptive Matching Projection Filtering
On the basis of the multi-layer purification pretreatment based on time-frequency analysis, the image time-frequency reconstruction and adaptive matching projection filtering are performed to improve the image enhancement algorithm. Analyzing the traditional methods, it shows that using the image enhancement technology with angular point extraction and feature matching, the information is easy to be lost and distorted in the SIFT feature point matching process, and the performance is poor. In order to overcome the disadvantages of traditional methods, this paper proposes an image enhancing algorithm based on adaptive matching projection and pyramid decomposition, the discrete dopplerlet transform is used for time-frequency image reconstruction. Reconstruction process description is as follows: For image frequency domain signal, the stationary observer is perpendicular to the direction of the source movement, considering the scalability of image signal decomposition scale, and choosing Doppler signal as the basis function, the multi-layer purification results after image time-frequency analysis is as follows: 
Obviously, the first order approximation of image frequency domain signal is the result representation of image frequency domain spectrum analysis. The frequency domain transformation formula of image processing is as follows:
where, ()   is Delta function. By substituting the multidimensional results of wavelet transform, the transformation of image processing is: Fig. 2 Adaptive matching projection pyramid decomposition algorithm
Image Enhancement Simulation Experiment and Performance Analysis
To test the performance of this algorithm in the realization of image enhancement, the simulation experiment is carried out. The experimental simulation environment is: Intel (R) Core (TM) with 2 G memory, DDR2, the operation system is Windows 7, the simulation software uses Matlab R2009b. The original acquisition images as shown in figure 3 . Fig. 3 The original image to be enhanced Figure 3 shows that the detail characteristics such as lighting, clouds and other details in original night landscape are affected by high frequency interference effect, make the levels not strong, some unwanted image features cover important features, so the image enhancement processing is required.
Using the algorithm of this paper, the image is regarded as a two-dimensional signal, and the signal enhancement is carried out based on the two-dimensional fourier transform. The feature extraction and multi-layer purification of the blurred images are performed on the scale translational plane, Then the Research, volume 74 pixel values of the image are self-adapted to be enhanced using the matching tower decomposition in this paper, and get the image enhancement results. To compare the performance of the algorithm with the gradient method and mask matching method, the simulation results are shown in fig.4 . It can be seen from the figure, using image enhancement algorithm in this paper, the influence of the noise has been effectively removed or reduced, the gradation of the cloud in the sky is outstanding, the images become clear, while the traditional methods of image smoothing either excessive, or the image sharpening excessively, lead to image enhancement effect is not good, the performance is inferior to method in this paper. In order to quantitatively analyze the performance and enhancement effects of the algorithm in this paper, the image is enhanced by means of the algorithm in this paper, gradient method and mask matching method, and the mean value, standard deviation and information entropy of image pixels are used to reflect the image brightness, contrast and the amount of information after image ehancement by three method, the results are shown in table 1. It can be seen from table 1: the mean value and the standard deviation of the original images are small, which indicates that original image is darker, and weaker contrast. The standard deviation of the original image is the largest using the method proposed in this paper, but the average value fell, shows that the contrast of the enhanced image increased obviously. Using gradient method to enhance the image, the mean value and standard deviation are increased obviously, which indicates that the brightness of the image is improved, while the mean value and standard deviation of the enhanced image after the mask matching method have not changed very much, shows that the enhancement effect is not good.
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Comparing image information entropy after image enhancement using three method, it can be seen that by the algorithm in this paper the image information entropy closest to the original image, shows that the information is lost at least when the image is enhanced through the algorithm in this paper.
Conclusion
In the blurred image acquisition, usually produce the problem such as underexposed and overexposed, which will lead to useful information loss or distortion, through the image enhancement, improve image visual effect, purposefully stressed global or local characteristics of image, improve the image quality, enrich the information, An image enhancement algorithm based on adaptive matching projection and tower decomposition is proposed. Firstly, feature extraction and multi-layer purification of blurred images are performed on the scale translational plane, the discrete dopplerlet transform is used for image time-frequency reconstruction, the high frequency image is denoised by adaptive matching projection filtering, and adaptive matching projection tower decomposition is used to enhance the gray pixel value of image. The experimental results show that the algorithm for image enhancement processing in this paper, the influence of the noise effectively been removed or reduced, in this paper, from the nighttime images, the night in the sky clouds of gradation analysis, The layered analysis of clouds in the night sky is better, and the image becomes clear, the image enhancement effect is good, the peak signal-to-noise ratio increased, and these are useful for image feature extraction and recognition.
